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“Sir, I think it’s better to forget it. You can’t break our little master’s talisman. If you touch 

it forcefully, you will only harm others and yourself.” The round-faced Longhushan 

disciple spoke again. 

“Although the talisman of Longhu Mountain is strong, it is not indestructible.” Dustin said 

calmly. 

“What? You still don’t give up?” 

The round-faced Longhushan disciple frowned slightly: “Don’t blame me for not 

reminding you. The greater the power you exert on the talisman, the stronger the 

counterattack will be. If you use too much force, you may even Life is in danger.” 

“Thank you for reminding me, I have my own sense of caution.” 

Dustin didn’t say much and walked towards the lion step by step. 

Everyone watched quietly and began to whisper. 

“Do you think he can do it? He seems to be very confident.” 

“Confidence alone is useless? The mountain-moving talisman of Longhu Mountain 

cannot be shaken by ordinary people? No matter how powerful he is, Can he still move 

a mountain?” 

“That’s right! Except for the people from Longhu Mountain, looking at the whole world, 

there are only a handful of people who can break the mountain-moving talisman!” ” 

If he had any self-awareness, he should admit defeat immediately , otherwise it is very 

likely that the magic talisman will backfire and cause serious injury.” 

A group of people behind Dong Qianqiu were not optimistic about Dustin. 



Firstly, they had never seen Dustin fighting a lion; secondly, the power of Longhu 

Mountain was deeply rooted in people’s hearts. 

Especially those who practice magic talismans are the top masters in Longhu Mountain. 

Every move he makes is filled with unparalleled divine power. 

“Dustin! Come on, come on, don’t embarrass us!” 

Liu Hongxue clenched her fists nervously and muttered to herself. 

No matter what, Dustin is always with her, so she naturally hopes that the other party 

can win. 

“The end of the technique, the source of the Qi body. Unfortunately, I also know a little 

bit about this technique.” 

Dustin smiled faintly, then bent down and stretched out his hand to grab the mountain-

moving talisman. 

The moment he was about to touch the magic rune, a faint white light suddenly 

appeared on Dustin’s finger. 

The white light is very soft, not aggressive at all, as clear as jade, and as gentle as 

water. 

The white light seemed to have spirituality and quickly penetrated into the mountain-

moving talisman. 

Immediately afterwards, the mountain-moving talisman flashed with light, and quickly 

returned to calm. 

The next second, Dustin gently clamped the magic talisman between his index and 

middle fingers, and then pulled it slightly. 

“Pop!” 

There was a crisp sound. 



The mountain-moving talisman that could not be shaken by ordinary people was torn off 

by Dustin so easily. 

Simple and easy, no obstacles at all. 

But everyone was stunned and in disbelief. 

“How… how is it possible?!” 

The round-faced Longhushan disciple’s eyes widened with shock. 

The other person also had the same expression, as if he suspected that he had seen it 

wrong, and rubbed his eyes. 

Are you kidding me? 

The mountain-moving talisman of Longhu Mountain was torn off so casually? ! 

“Uh…” 

At this moment, even Zhang Yiqing froze. 

The little finger still maintained the nose-picking posture, looking shocked. 

It looks quite funny. 

 


